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Reverse-emission-state-transition mode locking in a two-section InAs/InGaAs quantum dot laser
is experimentally investigated and confirmed by simulations. Stable mode locking starts on the
first excited state ��=1207 nm� and then, with increasing gain current, a transition to stable
simultaneous two-state mode locking on excited state and ground state ��=1270 nm� takes place.
This particular state-transition occurs already at 0 V reverse-bias and at moderate gain-section
currents. It is attributed to the strong active region chirping of the gain medium and in particular to
a photon pumping process in the saturable absorber section. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3480405�

Quantum dot �QD� semiconductor lasers exhibit, besides
their immediate application potential,1 particularly interest-
ing dynamical behavior due to the existence of ground state
�GS� and excited state �ES� in the quantized dot energy
scheme originating from the interaction between these two
states and the quasi-two-dimensional wetting layer.2–6 One
particularity which shows this complex interplay is the re-
cent observation of dual-wavelength mode locking �ML� in
an AR/HR coated InAs/GaAs two-section QD laser.7 A tran-
sition from GS to ES ML was reported with increasing gain
current together with a coexistence regime of GS ML and ES
ML at gain currents larger than 300 mA and at reverse-bias
voltages between 6 to 10 V. In an appropriately designed
uncoated two-section QD structure a resistor self-electro-
optical effect �SEED� has recently been demonstrated where
among others a reversal of the emission-state-transition was
observed.8 ML started on the ES and continuous-wave emis-
sion from the GS joined the ES ML with increasing gain
current.

Here, we present detailed joint experimental and theoret-
ical investigations of reverse-emission-state-transition dy-
namics covering mode-locked operation of both involved
states at 0 V reverse-bias and identify the basic physical
origins of this ML regime.

The QD active region consists of a multilayer dot-in-a-
well �DWELL� structure in which InAs dots, grown by
Stranski–Krastanov process via MBE, are embedded in an
InGaAs quantum well �QW�. To obtain a broad gain spec-
trum the QD multilayer has been chirped. The active layer
contains two repeats of three chirped layers and is embedded
in GaAs confinement layers and GaAlAs waveguide clad-
ding layers. By modifying the Indium content of the InAs
QD surroundings within the QW the inhomogeneous broad-
ening of the DWELL structure is enhanced beyond that of a
single QD ensemble and the overall device exhibits a gain
bandwidth in the region of �80–100� nm.9 A narrow ridge

two-section laser with a 3 mm long gain section and a 0.3
mm long saturable absorber �SA� section was fabricated. The
facets were as cleaved. The gain section is pumped with a
current source and the absorber section is connected to a
voltage source. The laser is operated at 20 °C. Spectral char-
acterization is performed by an optical spectrum analyzer
and ML is investigated by a 50 GHz photodiode in combi-
nation with an electrical spectrum analyzer and by an high-
sensitivity second-harmonic-generation auto-correlator.

According to the biasing conditions of the gain and the
SA section a lasing state hierarchy exists. For electrically
connecting gain and SA section together the threshold cur-
rent amounts to 40 mA and lasing occurs on the GS only at
1270 nm. Under open circuit condition of the SA, the thresh-
old current amounts to 90 mA and laser emission on the GS
is observed solely. However, by applying 0 V to the SA, a
reversal of the emission-state-transition occurs: stable lasing
and ML starts at the ES transition.

The experimentally measured spectral evolution of this
reverse-emission-state-transition ML is depicted in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Three-dimensional depiction of the experimentally obtained optical
spectra evolution from 100 mA to 136 mA and for 0 V SA bias.
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The ES ML threshold occurs at 105 mA and stable ES ML is
obtained up to 130 mA. Above 130 mA, additional to the ES
ML, lasing and ML on the GS occurs. Both states coexist
leading to a stable two-state ML regime. The corresponding
wavelength- or state-resolved total laser output-power char-
acteristics together with the pulse widths are shown in Fig. 2
�top�. These results have been obtained for 0 V SA bias and
by inserting interference filters in the experimental set-up.
Starting at 110 mA, a continuous increase in the ES pulse
width from 3.3 to 11.5 ps occurs. With the onset of GS ML at
130 mA, the ES pulse width decreases appreciably to 8.6 ps
with a subsequent re-increase to 11.5 ps at 165 mA. The GS
ML starts with a shorter pulse width of 6 ps as compared to
the ES pulse width at the same gain current, then crosses the
ES pulse width and increases to 16.7 ps at 165 mA. Above
the corresponding state threshold, stable ML of the respec-
tive state occurs. The simultaneity of this two-state ML op-
eration is experimentally confirmed via the occurrence of
intermodulation �IM� signals of the beats of ES and GS in
the radio-frequency �RF� beat spectra shown in Fig. 3 for
two different gain currents.10 At 128 mA, below the GS ML
threshold where only the ES ML takes place, one single beat
at the cavity round trip frequency of 12.096 GHz is ob-
served. For a gain current of 132 mA, above the GS ML
threshold, the ES beat and the GS beat now occur at frequen-
cies of 12.105 GHz and 12.321 GHz, respectively. The
longer wavelength of the GS results in a higher beat fre-
quency due to dispersion. Also clearly visible are IM signals
of GS and ES beats resulting in frequency sidebands at 11.89
GHz and 12.538 GHz, respectively. These beats are also
transferred to the low-frequency band at 237 MHz as shown
in the inset of Fig. 3. This is a clear evidence of the simul-
taneity of GS and ES mode-locked operation.

The particular reverse-emission-state-transition dynam-
ics is attributed to the designed properties of the realized
laser structure in conjunction with the employed SA biasing
conditions, i.e., a small number of QD layers and, in particu-
lar, a gain bandwidth that is strongly broadened by active-
region chirping such that the maximum saturated net modal
gain at the GS peak wavelength is significantly reduced. A
comparable device with a narrower chirping does not show
this particular behavior.

To simulate this transition regime in two-section QD la-
sers, a finite-difference time-domain traveling-wave model is
implemented describing the evolution of the forward and
backward traveling optical power along the laser cavity at
both GS and ES wavelengths.11–13 Carrier dynamics in the
QD layers are described via a dedicated set of rate-equations
in the excitonic approach allowing to properly reproduce
gain and absorption dynamics in the gain and the SA section,
respectively. It was found that gain and absorption dynamics
in the gain and the SA section are the main factor leading to
the experimentally observed ML regime. In fact, incorporat-
ing finite gain spectral bandwidth, self-phase modulation and
dispersion in the simulations only led to minor differences in
the ML regime.11,14 Therefore, and to improve computational
time, these effects have been omitted in the simulations. In-
trinsic waveguide losses of 3.5 cm−1 and a low maximum
saturated net modal gain of 8 cm−1 for the GS and 13 cm−1

for the ES are required in the simulations in order to obtain
reverse-emission-state-transition leading to stable simulta-
neous two-state ML at 0 V SA bias and at moderate gain
currents. The simulated state-resolved power-current charac-
teristics at 0 V SA bias are shown in Fig. 2 �bottom�. Con-
sistent with the experiments, the onset of GS lasing is
achieved after the ES threshold. By further increasing the
current both GS and ES lasing coexist and a stable dual-state
ML is obtained. In the simulations, just after the ES thresh-
old, the ES pulse width slightly decreases with current. This
behavior contrasts with the increase in the ES pulse width
found in the experiments. The discrepancy may be due to a
difference between the actual ES absorption saturation en-
ergy and the effective one obtained from the simulations that
depends on the complex carrier dynamics between the QD
confined states in the SA section; further investigations of
this behavior are ongoing. At the onset of two-state ML, a
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Experimentally obtained and simulated state-resolved
output-power characteristics �left scale� and pulse widths �right scale� vs
gain section current for the ES and the GS transition for 0 V SA bias. Top:
experimental results. Bottom: simulation results.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Experimentally obtained RF beat spectra of the
mode-locked pulses for a gain current of 128 mA �dashed�, below the GS
ML threshold, and 132 mA �solid�, above the GS ML threshold, and for 0 V
SA bias. The inset shows the low-frequency beat domain.
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good qualitative agreement between the simulated and ex-
perimental behavior of both GS and ES pulse width and
optical power is instead obtained: appreciably shorter pulse
widths are found for the GS as compared to the ES at the
same gain current and a considerable shortening of the ES
pulse widths is observed when GS ML starts; finally increas-
ing further the applied current, both GS and ES pulses tend
to broaden.

Despite the lack of a complete quantitative agreement,
the simulations still give insight into the onset of the experi-
mentally observed ML regime. In particular, it becomes evi-
dent that the onset of additional GS ML is mainly due to a
so-called photon pumping or photon recycling process in the
SA section. The photons generated at the ES wavelength are
absorbed in the SA section. The fast relaxation of ES carriers
in the GS then leads to a reduction in the absorption at the
GS wavelength in the SA. If this effect is strong enough, the
onset of GS emission and even GS ML is obtained, guaran-
teeing the coexistence of GS and ES ML over a wide range
of gain currents. Such an interplay has been proposed in Ref.
15 in the case of a two-section QD laser operating in
continuous-wave or self-pulsating regime. The simulations
identify a sufficiently low GS gain and the photon pumping
in the SA section as the main processes to
obtain reverse-emission-state-transition ML together with
stable simultaneous two-state ML.

In this contribution a two-section InAs/InGaAs QD laser
structure has been experimentally investigated and simulated
that exhibits reverse-emission-state-transition ML. Stable
ML starts first on the energetically higher-lying ES and then,
with increasing gain current, a transition to stable simulta-
neous two-state ML on both ES and GS takes place. The
simultaneity of this two-state ML operation has been experi-
mentally confirmed. The observed reverse-emission-state dy-
namics has been substantially verified by time-domain
traveling-wave equation modeling and attributed to the sig-
nificantly broadened gain spectrum caused by strongly
chirped QD layers which results in a small saturated net
modal gain and, in particular, to a photon pumping process in
the SA section. This particular QD structure allows tailored
two-state ML, potentially interesting for applications requir-

ing picosecond pulse operation at two different wavelengths
for telecommunication, spectroscopy and biomedical imag-
ing.
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